
ex.4
 follow your nose

“The  plumber, however, is the pioneer of cleanliness. 
He is the first artisan of the state, the billeting officer of culture, of today’s

 prevailing culture.”
Adolf Loos

Scent has the power to connect our bodily and 
emotional existence with the qualities of any 
given material. This connection can happen at 
places as common as bathrooms. For the next 
drawing you are going to design a bathroom 
with (a) window/s for your studio/thesis projects 
considering the aspects of odor, scent, air and 
ventilation in materials and places.

Because a material is not isolated from its 
function, weathering, relationship with other 
material, reflectivity, opacity, smell and so on, 
you will construct the drawing imagining all the 
qualities that are essential to the materials, (e.g. 
copper: luminous, reflecting, absorbs heat fast 
(fire) and it weathers and changes color, it is 
likely to be a noisy material,etc.) The intention 
is that you explore the tectonic and material 
qualities of a part of your building and developed 
an awareness for the potential of smell, air and 
wind-ows. 

On a sheet of 17x29” you will construct on one 
side a floor plan and section  drawing of the 
bathroom. On the other side you will include 
this bathroom in the total plan or section of 
your building. The plan/section drawing will be 
constructed as a scent-air/scape of the project. 

On both drawings you will use any kind of lines  
(digital/analogs) you desire plus your inks*.

*You will make your own inks trying to find a 
meaningful connection between the ingredients 
of the ink and the representation of the building 
materials.

EX. #4







alex taylor

The toilet and sink are nestled into the thick structural wall of the building, which allows for smells and air to pass through easily from the exterior. This also allows 
for the toilet room to become more sacred because it provides a great view outside and views down the Potomac River. The ventilation of air also occurs through the 
structural floor. Underneath this floor is a large area formed by 15ft transfer girders and beams, which becomes an area to store boats. Beneath the suspended boat 
storage is fresh air that blows inward from the river. This air is “harvested” by using the structural wall again, which acts using the “chimney affect”. Fresh air can now 
be brought into the indoor spaces and also allowing air to ventilate out. The movement of this air is illustrated with several colored dyes. The smell of the bathroom 
is illustrated using soy sauce, and the fresh air is illustrated using pine sol. The smell of pine also comes from the pine wood floors that can be seen in the plan view 

of the locker room.







mariel deppner

Toilet, restroom, lavatory, baño, out house, toire, comfort room, etc. – however you decide to refer to it, toilets come with all forms and rituals. The toilet is usually the 
least thought about space in a project mainly because we are taught to have them hidden as an unseen place. In Manila, the common term used is comfort room, or 

simply put, the “CR”. To my knowledge, this is the only place in the world where this name is used yet the origin has no direct find.
When we go about our daily routines, we might not always stop and realize how much time is actually spent seeking comfort in this room. It is a room for preparing, 
cleansing, healing, rejuvenating, and much more. In designing a bathhouse, the comfort room is actually quite an important area of preparing one’s body, mind, and 
soul to embark on the entire cleansing process throughout the terraced pools. The project as a whole remembers the ancient process of bathing wherein you enter 
the dressing area, disrobe, shower, then begin to work up a sweat either exercising or engaging within the sauna, you then proceed into the hottest temperature pool 

and continue to the rest of the pools along the sky lit path.







bryana warner

As you finish your lunch, you have a little more time left and decide it would be a good idea to use the bathroom before you leave.  To get to the bathrooms you exit 
the cafe, go outside and into the next building.  You gather your things and head towards the large glass doors that rotate as people enter and exit.  Walking past the 

children playing on the empty cart reminds you that you used to play like that as a kid and you smile at them as they continue on their imaginary journey.  

Reaching the bathrooms you enter and see that all the stalls are empty so you choose the one on the furthest end.  You didn’t notice it at first but slowly the smells 
of the cafe, particularly the roasting coffee, start to drift into the bathroom.  After you exit the stall and go to wash your hands you notice the window is only slightly 
cracked open, which is where some of the smell is coming from.  But even stronger the smell is coming from the ceiling.  You look up and see a few openings in the 
wall very close to the ceiling and understand that somehow the bathrooms and the cafe are connected in the same building, and not separated as you had previously 

assumed.

As you wash your hands you then notice the polished concrete counter and the brass faucet and faucet handles.  You connect these materials to the materials of the 
lobby and cafe, with the polished concrete floors and the brass circles set into the concrete floor marking the entries.  Through the crack in the window you hear the 
sound of your train approaching the station.  Hurriedly you wash your hands and head outside to the platform.  You board the train and find your seat, ready for the 

journey ahead of you.







tao li

Outside the bathroom, a dim light penetrates through the perforated metal wall of the bathroom. The bathroom of the movie theater is filled with the smell of fresh oak. 
The floor is polished granite and all the partitions are stacked with four-inch wide live oak planks. While washing hands at the sink along the granite wall, you notice 
peepholes of black tinted glass inlaid in granite surface of the wall .You notice light is caught on the tough surface. You lean forward, peeking into the movie theater. 
The different angles of the sides around the various peepholes give you a range of views to the movie theater. Water pass through below the sink on the pervious 

concrete floor that is lower than the smooth granite floor you step on. 
The shutter in front of the window allows sunlight and air to penetrate between the gaps of the wood planks. The wooden shutter is hung from the aluminum track in 

front of the window. The earthy tone of the bathroom further adds your perception of the bathroom as a place for refreshment your mind.







liz fibleuil

“Esteban do not contradict me, I want to go to church! Don´t you understand what day is it today?¨ Ferula said while talking to her brother who she shares a body 
with. “Ferula, don´t be stupid! Do not waste time in those things that do not give you any tactile benefit. Money is the true god, let´s go to the shops instead. There are 
probably sales; after all is the day after Fat Tuesday” says Esteban while watching how the shop owners start placing their valuables out. Although Esteban continues 

to fight and argue with his sister Ferula, she pulls him with him after following the scent of ashes coming from a dark hidden hallway found in-between the shops. 

The long journey to this sacred space in between the noisy shops and vendors is similar to a pilgrimage. Seeking to reconnect with God, understand how we are nothing 
without him and repent for ones sins, pilgrims travel through a long dark corridor were they notice how different this place is from the rest of the building. Infused with 
ashes, concrete walls surround this place and the smell of burnt invades the senses. The occasional openings on the hallway reconnect the pilgrim back to the outside 

environment and show him that there is always an escape in case the journey is too long. 

While on their way, pilgrims are encountered with secret doors where one can access different needs. Behind one of those doors, the unusual smell of life emerges. 
Light coming out from underneath the doorway alerts Esteban that there might be a way to escape this long upstairs, downstairs journey. When Ferula decides to open 
the door, a set of stairs starts to protrude from underneath the floor attached to the door. When they go down the stairs, they see the smell of flowers looking back at 
them. A mirror frames an image of a garden, while the smell of water emanates from a long sloping basin. As they turn around, Ferula and Esteban notice a room very 

different from the one experienced outside in the hallway. 

Surrounded by a wood cladded room that absorbs the smell of flowers, they find themselves in a bathroom dedicated for those wary from the long walk. Opposite to 
the mirror, a garden grows from an unseen ground. The throne, or toilet sits in front of this garden. Coming from the basin, wind flows from the outside and comes into 
the space through an orifice next to where the water comes in as well. Bad odors leave the smell through an opening right next to the throne, which physically connects 

itself with the garden. A thin glass wall with holes divide the bathroom of the garden, it is just to be seen, smelled but not touched. 







sal villanueva

Off the top of my head I can only think of two places that I’ve encountered this smell, and both have been public restrooms at airports. It’s not that I go around looking 
for this soap – well now I kind of do – but I didn’t before. I vividly remember the last time I smelled it, I wasn’t prepared for it, and in fact cherry soap was the last 
thought on my mind. It was shortly before my plane gate’s opened and I was washing my hands, as soon the liquid soap dripped out of the container and the scent 
hit my nose, it “woke up” the rest of my body. The scent was so pleasing that I stopped and took it all in. Even though it’s hard to remember when I encountered it 
previous to that, I knew for a fact I had smelled it before. A smell that pleasing is just too difficult to forget. Now every time I see bright red soap in public I get excited 

but it’s never the same one.







magda elliot

The orange coat of tea “paint” after drying settled down and became soft and yellow. Then I mixed herbal tea that gave a bluish color and I thought about smell coming 
from stinky shoes. I used it to think and design the concrete slabs and floors, the places where feet live.

The entire building is structured as a breathing and bathing organism where cleansing and ventilating act as a familiar routine and not a particular event.







abi kallushi

People spend a good amount of their waking life actually daydreaming. Bathrooms in public places such as libraries often get overlooked, but they could be wonderful 
places to cleanse ourselves and re-charge both physically and mentally. They could be inspiring places for daydreaming. In this drawing, the bathroom is designed with 
the notion of smell and air in mind. Naturally, many ideas come to designers while in the toilet – it’s a sacred time. The character in the drawing sits on the toilet, in 

the section, and wonders of the plan. This wondering is happening in an air bubble. Ideas, after all, are made out of air.

The bathroom should be celebrated. Porcelain bowls and tiles are great, but where is the connection to the earth? Have we forgotten that earth is the original and 
ultimate toilet? The bathrooms of the storytelling center have their own private rooms, not stalls, and each room has it’s own private balcony where aromatic and 
cleansing herbs like lavender and mint are planted. With the pull of the lever, the toilet flushes and the windows rotate open to allow bad smells out and good smells 
in. You can see the dirt on the balcony where the plants sit and the greens and purples of the flowers. You can go outside and have a cigarette and notice other people 
in the adjacent balconies beyond the dividing wooden screen. But it’s your private moment. The honeycomb of the tile in the bathroom is reminiscent of beehives 

while bees visit the flowers on the balcony. 


